Laboratory-based bidirectional reflectance distribution functions of radiometric tarp samples used in the vicarious calibration of Earth remote sensing satellite instruments are presented in this paper. The results illustrate the BRDF dependence on the orientation of the tarps' weft and warp threads. The study was performed using the GSFC scatterometer at incident zenith angles fitted BRDF data shows a very small discrepancy from the measured ones. New data on the forward and backscatter properties of radiometric tarps are reported. The backward scatter is well pronounced for the white samples. The black sample has well pronounced forward scatter. The provided BRDF characterization of radiometric tarps is an excellent reference for anyone interested in using tarps for radiometric calibrations. The results are NIST traceable.
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INTRODUCTION
The ability to monitor, understand, and predict the Earth's climate and environmental processes depends on the quality of data from Earth's remote sensing instruments. The global nature of Earth's processes requires consistent long-term calibration of all instruments involved in data retrieval 1 . The bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) defines the directional reflection characteristics of an optical surface. It provides the reflectance of a target in a specific direction as a function of illumination and viewing geometry. The BRDF is a function of wavelength and reflects the structural and optical properties of the surface. Various space and airborne radiometric and imaging remote sensing instruments use diffuse scatter plates as calibration sources requiring preflight BRDF calibration measurements 2, 3 . On-board diffusers are used to trend on-orbit instrument radiance or reflectance calibration. Laboratory based diffusers are used for pre-flight instrument radiance calibrations. BRDF measurements of natural targets are also used for remote sensing characterization of vegetation canopies and soils 4 , oceans 5 , or especially large pollution sources 6 .
The data reported in this study are intended to more completely describe the BRDF of radiometric tarp samples with particular interest on the effect of tarp weft and warp treads orientation. This study was done in support of the commercial remote sensing radiometric characterization program of IKONOS multispectral imagery at NASA's Stennis Space Center, from which the samples were obtained 7, 8 . The samples are witness pieces from larger chemically treated field-deployed radiometric canvas tarps used as reference reflectance standards in remote sensing characterizations. The radiometric tarps were also used to perform spatial characterizations measuring the sensors ability to image an edge formed by using two contrasting tarps. The tarps are manufactured with strict specifications; they are large enough to characterize the spatial characteristics of 1 m ground sample distance (GSD) class imagery. The targets can easily be deployed over alternative sites; the proper care at deployment being of great importance. The accuracy of such tarp-based field calibrations depends on an accurate knowledge of the tarps laboratory measured BRDF at the different geometries of source and scatter zenith and azimuth angles. The reported data is traceable to NIST's Special Tri-function Automated Reference Reflectometer (STARR) 9 via test standards.
BRDF BACKGROUND
The BRDF definition and derivation are credited to Nicodemus et al. 10 who examined the problem of defining and measuring the scatter of diffuse and specular optical materials.
Following his concept the scatter defining geometry is shown in Fig.1 , where the subscripts i and s refer to incident and scatter quantities, respectively. He also assumed that all scatter comes from the sample surface and none from the bulk. He defined the BRDF in radiometric terms as the ratio of the surface radiance L s scattered by a surface into the direction (θ s , φ s ) to the incident surface irradiance E i incident on a unit area of the surface at a particular wavelength:
where the subscripts i and s denote incident and scattered respectively, θ the zenith, and φ the azimuth angles.
Nicodemus further assumed that the beam has a uniform cross section, the illuminated area on the sample is isotropic, and all scatter comes from the sample surface. In practice, we are dealing with real samples' surfaces which are not isotropic and the optical beams used to measure the reflectance are not perfectly uniform. Hence from the practical considerations the BRDF can be defined, as presented by Stover 11 , as the scattered power per unit solid angle normalized by the incident power and the cosine of the detector zenith angle. It is expressed in terms of incident power, scattered power and the geometry of incident and reflected light:
where P i is the incident power, P s is the scatter power, θ s is the detector zenith angle and Ω is the solid angle determined by the area of detector aperture, A, and the distance from the sample surface to the limiting aperture at the detector assembly, R, or Ω = A/R 2 .
We are using the above BRDF expression (Eq.2) as it allows for bulk scatter in addition to surface scatter and permits non-uniform incident beam profiles. BRDF has units of inverse steradians and can range from very small numbers (e.g. off-specular black samples) to very large values (e.g. highly reflective samples at specular reflectance). The BRDF is often called cosinecorrected, when the cosθ s factor is not included. We are following the Nicodemus -Stover convention through this study; however care is required as some publications do not follow it.
For example, although the remote sensing community follows the Nicodemus approach as a complete description of the BRDF of a surface, Eq.1, it prefers to use van de Hulst defined Bidirectional Reflection Function (BRF) in dealing with actual measurements under natural conditions:
where I λ is a reflected intensity, F λ is the solar flux density incident on the top of the atmosphere, θ and θ 0 are respectively the scatter zenith and incident zenith angles, Φ is the azimuth angle between the scatter and incident light directions and µ 0 = cosθ 0 . The BRF is dimensionless, normalized to the reference illumination irradiance.
MEASUREMENT SETUP AND SAMPLES
The radiometric tarp samples were studied in the Diffuser Calibration Facility at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) using the facility's scatterometer. 
It depends on several instrument variables. It was consequently evaluated in accordance with NIST guidelines 12 to be less than 1% standard uncertainty. The main sources of uncertainty are 1) signal to noise ratio; 2) nonlinearity of the detector and electronics; 3) receiver solid angle; and 4) the total scatter angle error. The main sources of error are considered independent. Schiff et al. 13 presents the detailed study on measurement uncertainty.
The samples in this study are small witness samples of the large tarps used in the vicarious calibration efforts of Stennis Space Center. Three measurements were performed at each wavelength, scatter geometry, and polarization state of the incident light and the average is reported. The measured data was found to be consistent to within 0.5%. The high accuracy laboratory BRDF is provided to serve as a reference to the field observations and to deal with all wrinkle and terrain roughness. The detector field-of-view was centered on the samples for all measurements. We used the underfilled BRDF measurement technique meaning the illuminated area on the sample was always smaller than the detector FOV. All measurements in the current study were made for polarizations of the incident beam both parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The BRDF values for both polarizations were then averaged to yield the BRDF for unpolarized incident radiant flux, and the values of the unpolarized scattering case are reported in this paper.
The 8 o directional/hemispherical reflectance of the same samples was also measured. The 8 o integrating sphere is a separate accessory to the scatterometer. The sphere collects and spatially integrates the scattered optical radiation. The sphere interior is Spectralon with a typical reflectance of 94% to 99% from the UV to the NIR. The sphere was designed with four ports to accommodate the sample, the detector, and the entry of the incident light. A fourth port is a spare and is typically closed using a Spectralon plug. The total port area is less than 5% of the total surface area of the sphere. It is important to have the radiation balance established inside the sphere after as few internal reflections as possible. The light intensity incident on the detector should correspond to the average light intensity inside the sphere. The sphere is provided with an interior baffle to assure that the detector will not view radiation reflected directly from the sample.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The analysis of radiometric tarp samples BRDF is presented for normal and non-normal angles of incidence. In addition, the tarps 8 o directional/hemispherical reflectance is given in Table 7 . The measured BRDF has been fitted using a fifth-degree polynomial regression:
where X is the scatter zenith angle or Ө s , Y is the BRDF(Ө s ), and A, B, C, D, E, F are the polynomial coefficients. The coefficients, A, B, C, D, E, and F, given in Tables 1 to 3 can be used for deriving BRDF data at random scatter zenith angles, Ө s , for the above-mentioned scatter azimuth and incident angles at 485 nm. The performance was evaluated by the RootMean-Square Error (RMSE), the most commonly used measure of success of numeric prediction.
The error has the same dimensions as the predicted values themselves. The RMSE criterion is:
where f' is the modeled, f is the measured BRDF and N is the number of points measured.
The tarps were studied first at normal incidence, the BRDF was measured at 0 the standard angular convention. In the following discussions, we will refer only to sample 1, as there are not substantial differences between the samples except their absolute reflectance.
The BRDF of sample 1 at 485 nm and the study scatter azimuth angles is shown in Fig.6 as a function of scatter zenith angle at normal incidence illumination. The measurements at 550, 633
and 800 nm are not represented as they show the same tendencies and would be redundant. Two types of data are presented in Fig.6 -the fitted BRDF as plotted from the polynomial coefficients in Table 1 , and the measured data points. The RMSE criterion has been used to calculate the error between the fitted and experimental data. The values for the study scatter azimuth angles, both normal and non-normal incidence are given in Table 4 for sample 1 at 485 nm. The largest error at normal incidence is 2.32x10 -4 .
The surfaces of the tarp samples are structured; therefore even at normal incidence their The data in Table 5 show what differences the observer should expect for airborne measurements depending on the scatter zenith angle assuming that the source (Sun) is at zenith. zenith is -6.65% at 485 nm increasing to 2.76% at 800 nm.
The dependence of BRDF on wavelength at normal incidence for sample 1 is given in Fig.8 at compared. For this comparison, the weft threads influence is presented in Table 6 for sample 1 at wavelengths of 485, 550, and 633 nm. Although in this section discusses the normal incidence related data only, the table includes the non-normal incidence data as well. The BRDF obtained at non-normal incidence is addressed in the respective section. The BRDF measured at a scatter azimuth of 90 o is used as a reference. Since the BRDF at 0 o is always higher than at 90 o , the data in the Table are show the same characteristics. The variation in BRDF is due to the warp bumps obscuring effect translated into the data at normal incidence.
The BRDF of the tarp samples at non-normal incident angles is different from that at normal incidence. The difference is mainly due to the non-isotropic structure of the sample's surface.
The warp bumps (i) partially obscure the detector view and (ii) shadow a portion of the illuminated area of the sample. The two effects reduce the observed BRDF. The influence of these effects on BRDF depends on the incident angle, scatter zenith and azimuth angles, and the orientation of the weft threads relative to the plane of the incident light.
In the process of characterizing the sample BRDF, we fitted the measured points using a standard polynomial procedure, similar to what we used at normal incidence. The coefficients of the polynomial regression are given in Tables 2 and 3 Table 6 at 485, 550, 633, 800 nm, summarizing data for both normal and non-normal incidence. The BRDF measured at a scatter azimuth of 90 o is used as a reference. Since the BRDF at scatter azimuth 0 o is always higher than at scatter azimuth 90 o , the data in the Table are reflectance data for each sample are given in Table 7 .
CONCLUSIONS
The BRDF results of four radiometric tarp samples calibrated at NASA's GSFC Diffuse Calibration Facility show a strong dependence on the weave orientation relative to the measurement geometry. The experimental data shows that the weft and warp threads orientation has a clear effect on BRDF for both normal and non-normal incident angles. Non-normal incident angles introduce an additional dependence of BRDF on weave orientation. BRDF differences vary and can approach 12% for non-normal incidence and 8% for normal incident angle. There is also a spectral dependence on BRDF, which is apparent at higher scatter zenith angles over the spectral range from 485 to 800 nm for both normal and non-normal incidence.
The fitted BRDF values show a very small discrepancy from the measured ones in both normal and non-normal incident angles. The highest RMSE was calculated to be 2.32x10 -4 sr -1 . The provided polynomial coefficients can be used for calculating the BRDF at random scatter zenith angles. The forward and backward scatter properties of the tarps were also studied. The backward scatter is well pronounced for the "white" samples -tarps 1, 2 and 3. Tarp 4, the "black" sample, has well pronounced forward scatter. The forward scatter is most likely induced by carbon black used in the manufacturing of the darkest sample and its scatter polarization properties. The 8 o directional/hemispherical reflectance data complements the BRDF measurements.
The current study provides the remote sensing community with important high accuracy BRDF calibration data of radiometric tarps used in the vicarious calibrations of satellite instruments. The BRDF data obtained from these studies is important for future NASA SSC vicarious calibrations through analysis of the BRDF dependence on weft, warp threads orientation. The BRDF characterization methodologies of tarp samples as shown in this paper can be successfully extended to other structured surface fabric samples. 
